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SUMMARY
The solution structure of Alg13, the glycosyl donor-
binding domain of an important bipartite glycosyl-
transferase in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
is presented. This glycosyltransferase is unusual in
that it is active only in the presence of a binding part-
ner, Alg14. Alg13 is found to adopt a unique topology
among glycosyltransferases. Rather than the con-
ventional Rossmann fold found in all GT-B enzymes,
the N-terminal half of the protein is a Rossmann-like
fold with a mixed parallel and antiparallel b sheet.
The Rossmann fold of the C-terminal half of Alg13 is
conserved. However, although conventional GT-B
enzymes usually possess three helices at theC termi-
nus, only two helices are present in Alg13. Titration of
Alg13 with both UDP-GlcNAc, the native glycosyl do-
nor, and a paramagnetic mimic, UDP-TEMPO, shows
that the interaction of Alg13 with the sugar donor is
primarily through the residues in the C-terminal half
of the protein.
INTRODUCTION
Glycosyltransferases (GTs), enzymes that form new glycosidic
bonds in glycoconjugates by transferring sugars from sugar nu-
cleotide donors to various acceptors, play a vital role in cellular
functions, including quality control in protein synthesis, intracel-
lular signaling, metabolism, and intercellular communication
(Varki et al., 1999). The ability of GTs to modulate disease states
in higher organisms has also been documented (Fuster and
Esko, 2005; Ohtsubo and Marth, 2006). In humans, the cell-
surface products of GTs have been connected with viral and
bacterial infection, cancer, diabetes, arthritis, and a host of other
diseases.
In eukaryotes, an important subset of GTs is involved in the
synthesis of N-linked glycosides, a process that begins with con-
struction of a tetradecasaccharide on the lipid carrier, dolichol.
The second step in the dolichol pathway involves the transfer
of N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) from the UDP-GlcNAc donor
to the Dol-PP-GlcNAc acceptor. In the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, this transformation is catalyzed by a heterodimeric
enzyme, Alg13/Alg14 (Chantret et al., 2005). Here, we present
the NMR structure for Alg13, the donor subunit of this heterodi-
meric enzyme.
Despite their importance and prevalence—it is estimated that
nearly 1% of genes in every genome code for enzymes involved
in glycoside bond synthesis (Coutinho et al., 2003)—the struc-
tures of GTs are severely underrepresented in the protein data
bank (PDB) (Breton et al., 2006; Schuman et al., 2007). By the lat-
est tabulation of the GLYCO3D database (http://www.cermav.
cnrs.fr/glyco3d), structures of only 50 distinct GTs have been
solved. Interestingly, of the structures solved, the majority be-
long to one of only two structural folds, classified as GT-A and
GT-B folds (Breton et al., 2006; Coutinho et al., 2003; Qasba
et al., 2005). This result is surprising, considering the diversity
in the GT sugar acceptor specificity, and further emphasizes
the need to understand the intricacy of the GT substrate selec-
tion process.
To date, NMR has played a minor role in the study of GTs, be-
cause the size of most GTs puts GT structure determination at
the limit of solution NMR methods. In the future, however, contri-
butions from NMR may gain prominence. Improvements in tech-
nology are pushing back size limitations, and NMR-based
methods can provide a route to structures of proteins that have
traditionally been difficult to crystallize, namely proteins that are
glycosylated and proteins that have substantial unstructured
segments. Both factors decrease the possibility of crystal forma-
tion needed for X-ray crystallography (Breton et al., 2006). Many
GTs of eukaryotic origin are glycosylated, and many are known
to have disordered loops. At least in GT-A GTs, these loops are
implicated in aspects of catalysis (Breton et al., 2006; Qasba
et al., 2005; Schuman et al., 2007). Studying the dynamics of these
loops and their interactions with ligands by use of NMR may also
help to further understand GT reactions and their specificity.
Alg13, a protein that is highly conserved in most eukaryotic
organisms, does not require glycosylation for activity in yeast,
thus making the expression of the active protein in prokaryotic
expression systems feasible. It also presents a unique opportu-
nity to make a step toward application of NMR to the investiga-
tion of more general problems in GT structure and function. In
most GT reactions, a single protein is responsible for catalyzing
the sugar transfer reaction. However, as shown by Chantret et al.
(2005), both Alg13 and Alg14 are required to catalyze the transfer
of GlcNAc to Dol-PP-GlcNAc (Burda and Aebi, 1999; Kelleher
and Gilmore, 2006; Weerapana and Imperiali, 2006). Sequence
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Structure of Alg13alignment showed that Alg13 is a member of the protein family
PF03033, which also includes C-terminal sugar donor-binding
domains from several GT-B GTs, including the Escherichia
coli protein MurG, which catalyzes a similar reaction to Alg13/
14 in the biosynthesis of peptidoglycan. The other gene prod-
uct, Alg14, belongs to the same protein family as N-terminal
sugar acceptor-binding domains of GT-B GTs. Subsequent ge-
netic and biochemical studies proved that Alg13 forms a com-
plex with Alg14 on the surface of ER, where the catalytic reac-
tion occurs (Gao et al., 2005). Because the Alg13 and Alg14
subunits represent only half the molecular weight of a typical in-
tact GT, the unique natural partition of the two-domain enzyme
provides the opportunity to study the GT-B GTs by use of NMR.
Here, we present the NMR structure of Alg13, along with data
showing regions of significant flexibility and regions of interac-
tion with the sugar nucleotide donor, UDP-GlcNAc. The struc-
ture of Alg13 retains typical GT-B structural characteristics
in its C-terminal half but has significant deviations in its N-termi-
nal half that may be important for its interaction with Alg14
(Figure 1).
RESULTS
Oligomer Formation of Alg13
Fully protonated Alg13 produced well-dispersed 15N-HSQC but
gave little signal in the three-dimensional experiments normally
used for NMR resonance assignment and structure determina-
tion. Gel-filtration chromatography suggested that at high con-
centrations the protein existed as a dimer, or higher order oligo-
mer. This finding was supported when the total correlation time
of the protein, as measured by relaxation interference (Lee
et al., 2006), was determined to be 18 nsec (this is typical of a pro-
tein with molecular weight 45 kDa). Further characterization of
Alg13 was therefore done through sedimentation equilibrium
experiments. At the concentrations used (7–54 mM), little dimer-
ization was detected, suggesting that the dimer dissociation
constant (KD) must be greater than 400 mM, implying that less
Figure 1. Predicted Secondary Structural
Elements and Experimentally Determined
Secondary Structural Elements
Prediction is done using secondary prediction
function of mGenthreader (Jones, 1999). Experi-
mental secondary structure is determined using
back bone dihedral angles predicted using TALOS
and chemical shifts.
than 50% of the protein would be in the
dimer form at the concentrations used
for NMR experiments. Although this frac-
tion of dimer may be enough to explain
the enhanced rotational correlation time
and loss of signal intensities through
chemical exchange, the relatively weak
association is not likely to lead to many
intersubunit NOEs and resultant ambigu-
ities in the assignments of NOE cross-
peaks used in structure determination.
Therefore, data were analyzed in terms
of a monomeric structure. However, the loss of signal sensitivity
due to the weak dimerization meant that deuteration of Alg13
and subsequent specific protonation of methyl groups and Phe
residues were crucial to overcoming data collection difficulties
associated with the enhanced correlation times.
Assignment
Backbone assignment of the deuterated Alg13 was performed
using conventional backbone directed experiments. Of the 193
residues identifiable in the 15N-HSQC, 174 are assigned. Figure 2
shows the 1H,15N-HSQC of deuterated Alg13 annotated with the
residue number and type of each peak. The only significant miss-
ing segment is composed of residues 74–79 (all residue number-
ing in the paper refers to the recombinant His-tagged Alg13; see
the Experimental Procedures for details).
To assign the methyl groups in the side chains of specifically
methyl-protonated Alg13, a newly coded CCH-TOCSY pulse se-
quence was used. In this experiment, 13C magnetizations from
Ca and Cb were frequency labeled and transferred to other
13C atoms via TOCSY. To compensate for the loss in signal
intensity due to the lack of initial sensitivity enhancement from
a 1H-13C INEPT segment, the signal is detected exclusively
on methyl groups by transferring only the methyl 13C magnetiza-
tion to the protons. Utilizing CCH-TOCSY, chemical shifts of all
Leu, Val, and Ile Cd1 methyl groups were assigned. We
were also able to make full or partial assignment of the chemical
shifts of aromatic protons for 10 out of 12 Phe residues by corre-
lating Phe amide proton resonances with Hb crosspeaks in
the 15N-NOESY-HSQC experiment and then by correlating
Phe Hb resonances with aromatic proton crosspeaks in 2D ho-
monuclear NOESY spectra of specifically Phe-protonated
Alg13 samples. In all, 72% of 13C atoms were assigned, 89%
of 15N atoms were assigned, and 38% of all 1H atoms were as-
signed. Although the percentage of 1H assignments is low, this
would not lead to misassigned NOEs because all NOESY data
were collected with specifically protonated samples in which
only signals between assigned protons were visible.
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Structure of Alg13Solely on the basis of the chemical shifts of backbone reso-
nances, a crude assessment of the accuracy of threading
models can be made. The structure produced by the mGen-
THREADER algorithm (Jones, 1999) shows a typical GT-B struc-
ture with two central Rossmann folds flanked by extra helices at
both ends, as well as a short extra b strand at the N terminus.
Chemical shift indexing analysis of the assigned backbone
chemical shifts showed that the secondary structural element
distribution of Alg13 largely agrees with the prediction made by
the mGenTHREADER algorithm. The only exceptions are resi-
dues 95–100, which were predicted to form a b strand but are
in fact an a turn, and residues 105–110, which form a b strand
despite being predicted to be a a helix (Figure 1). The latter trans-
formation is especially significant because the replacement of
a helix with b strand disrupted the alternating helix/strand sec-
ondary structure arrangement typical of a Rossmann fold, thus
creating an irregular mixed a/b domain rather than the predicted
N-terminal Rossmann motif.
Structure Determination from NOEs
Data from 15N-edited and 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC of methyl-
protonated or methyl- and Phe-protonated Alg13 were first
manually assigned, producing 174, 155, and 53 assignments,
respectively, in each spectrum. Our original expectations of
obtaining long-range methyl-methyl distance restraints from
methyl-protonated Alg13 was not met owing to lack of proton
chemical shift dispersion and broad line widths in the 13C-edited
NOESY-HSQC. This necessitated the use of methyl- and Phe-
protonated samples in which the large difference in aromatic
proton and methyl proton chemical shifts allow resolution of
many more crosspeaks. The use of this sample gave us an extra
63 distance restraints, 31 of which were long-range distance re-
straints involving Phe aromatic protons. The manually assigned
peak lists were then supplemented with automatically assigned
crosspeaks using CYANA. This produced a total of 897 distance
restraints. Combining the distance restraints with 122 phi and
122 psi angle restraints generated using TALOS, ensembles of
Figure 2. Annotated HSQC Spectrum of Deuterated Alg13
Each assigned peak is labeled with the residue number and one letter residue name.
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Structure of Alg13the Alg13 structure with typical rmsds of 1.9 A˚ for ordered resi-
dues were generated with CYANA. The structures were further
refined in XPLOR-NIH using the same distance restraints and
backbone dihedral angles as well as a set of NH residual dipolar
couplings (RDCs) collected in a compressed gel. Figure 3A
shows the ensemble of 10 lowest energy structures from a total
of 50 structures calculated. The backbone rmsd for the ordered
residues fell to 1.4 A˚ after refinement (rmsd is 1.2 A˚ if the last helix
is excluded). Although the backbone rmsd is higher than the typ-
ical rmsd for smaller proteins, it is sufficient to provide a structure
of good quality for subsequent studies. A second set of NH
RDCs was also collected in an alkylated polyethylene glycol me-
dium but was not used in structure refinement because this me-
dium caused significant protein precipitation and chemical shift
perturbation. However, 89 selected RDCs from crosspeaks
that were not perturbed by the medium were used to crossvali-
date the refined structures. The crossvalidation produced an av-
erage Cornilescu Q factor of 0.58 for the final set of structures,
which, in our experience, is a typical value obtained for NMR
structures not refined using the validating RDCs. Table 1 lists
some of the statistics for the structure.
During the analysis of amide proton to amide proton contacts
from 15N-edited NOESY, a data set that is very diagnostic of
b strand pairing, it became obvious that the Alg13 structure
adopts a unique topology among GT domains. In particular,
the N-terminal b strand (b1, refer to Figure 1 for the numbering
of the structural elements) in Alg13, which threads to the last
strand in the sugar acceptor-binding domain of MurG, forms
a parallel b sheet with residues 64–68 (b2) and residues 135–
138 (b6). It also became clear that the adjacent b strands of res-
idues 105–109 (b4) and residues 114–118 (b5) form a strong an-
tiparallel b sheet with residues 114–118 also participating in the
formation of a parallel b sheet with residues 64–68 (b2). Residues
87–90, which were predicted to form an unstructured loop, form
an extra short b strand next to the antiparallel b strand pair. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the difference between the predicted topology of
Alg13 and its actual topology. The structural consequence of
these changes is the formation of an eight-stranded mixed
parallel/antiparallel b sheet with the b strand order of 34521678
(the underlined number indicates antiparallel orientation). The
existence of this extended and mixed b sheet is not predicted
in threading models. The lack of chemical shift assignments for
residues 74 to 79 could easily be the result of dynamics in an un-
structured loop in this region. Taken together, these changes in
the N-terminal half of Alg13 mean that instead of having a Ross-
mann fold, the N-terminal half is only a Rossmann-like fold. Ex-
amination of all known GT structures showed that this fold is
unique among GTs.
Figure 3. Structural Representations of Alg13
(A) Backbone ensemble of 10 lowest energy Alg13 structures from 50 struc-
tures calculated using XPLOR-NIH. Residues 30–220 are shown. The back-
bone is colored on the basis of secondary structure.
(B) Schematic ribbon diagram of the Alg13 structure.
Table 1. Summary of Structural Statistics of the Ensemble of 10
(Out of Total 50 Calculated) Alg13 Solution Structures
NOE-derived distance restraints
Short range (ji  jj < 2) 317
Medium range (2% ji  jj < 5) 246
Long range (ji  jj > 5) 334
Total 897
Backbone dihedral angle restraints
f 122
c 122
RDC
NH 117
Axial component 9.2 ± 0.7 Hz
Rhombicity 0.6 ± 0.1
Rmsd All Well-defined
regionsa
Backbone 2.1 A˚ 1.4 A˚
All heavy atoms 2.7 A˚ 2.0 A˚
Distance restraint
violation > 0.5 A˚
0
Dihedral angle violation > 10 0
Backbone dihedral angle distribution
Percentage in most
favored regions
90.1
Percentage in additionally
allowed regions
9.9
Percentage in other regions 0
a Well-ordered residues are defined as residues with sum of phi and psi
order parameters > 1.8. This includes residues 29–34, 40–61, 63–67,
72–73, 80–84, 87–88, 98–99, 105–109, 112–117, 120–121, 125–132,
136–138, 143–159, 167–178, 183–199, and 213–221.
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Structure of Alg13The second half of the protein adopts the traditional Ross-
mann fold, with a three-strand parallel b sheet and two a helices
connecting the strands clustered on the same side, as predicted
by the threading model. However, sugar donor-binding domains
of GT-B enzymes typically end with three helices, with the last
helix stretching back to and interacting with the sugar accep-
tor-binding domain, perhaps acting as a tether that ensures
close contacts between the separate domains. In Alg13, the pro-
tein possesses only two helices at its C terminus. Because no
long-range distance restraints between the last helix and the
rest of the protein exist, the orientation of the last helix is difficult
to define.
A possible reason for the lack of long-range NOEs connecting
the last helix to the rest of the protein was uncovered in data from
residue-specific rotational correlation time measurements of
Alg13. These were performed using a recently devised constant
time relaxation interference experiment (Liu and Prestegard,
2008). The measurements showed that C-terminal helix residues
possess significantly shorter correlation times than does the rest
of the protein (Figure 5). This finding indicates the presence of
internal motion relative to other parts of the protein. The motion
is apparently fast (nanosecond time scale) because no signifi-
cant motion at the microsecond and millisecond time scales
was observed in a relaxation-compensated CPMG experiments
(Loria et al., 1999). Some experimental information regarding the
possible placement of the last helix will, however, come from
titration of Alg13 with UDP-TEMPO, as described below. Using
these data, the most frequently populated position of the last
helix appears to be between helices 5 and 6.
It is interesting to note that besides the residues in the C-ter-
minal helix, residues 164 and 165 also have shorter correlation
times, and the crosspeak intensities of residues 166 and 167 in
the 1H,15N-HSQC were weaker than residues surrounding it in
the sequence. This finding confirms that the segment from resi-
dues 164–167, which is close to the proposed sugar-binding
site, may be undergoing conformational exchange. However,
a relaxation-compensated CPMG experiment showed that the
dynamics of these residues did not change in the presence of
the ligand; thus, the role of these motions in recognizing sugar
is unclear.
Interaction of Alg13 with UDP-GlcNAc and UDP-TEMPO
To probe the interaction of Alg13 with the glycosyl donor, UDP-
GlcNAc, we first titrated Alg13 with the native donor, and moni-
tored chemical shift changes in the 15N-HSQC crosspeaks of the
protein. Figure 6A shows the normalized changes in HSQC
crosspeak chemical shifts at a UDP-GlcNAc concentration of
2.6 mM. The regions that are most disturbed by the ligand in-
clude residues 35, 126, 143–145, 147, 148, 150, 151, 158–160,
and 166. Mapping these residues on the structures of Alg13
(Figure 6B) showed that the residues are all in the same part of
the molecule, with those in helix 5 being most perturbed. Al-
though no precise characterization of the KD was performed, it
was observed that it took a ligand-to-protein ratio of 10:1 to sat-
urate the protein sample. On the basis of this observation, the KD
should be near 0.5 mM. This is similar to sugar donor dissocia-
tion constants observed in other GTs (Macnaughtan et al., 2007).
To derive further structural information, as well as unambigu-
ously map the ligand-binding site, we also titrated the protein
with UDP-TEMPO and monitored the intensity loss of HSQC
Figure 4. Topology Representations of Alg 13
(A) Schematic illustration of the predicted topology of Alg13. The numbering of
the element is according to the scheme from Figure 1. Note that the predicted
helix after b2 gave rise to both a3 and b3.
(B) Schematic illustration of the experimentally determined topology of Alg13.
Figure 5. Rotational Correlation Time Measurements of Alg13
The error range in the rotational correlation time is calculated specifically for
each residue as follows: the upper error range is the difference between the
maximum rotational correlation time found in the Monte Carlo search (confi-
dence level 90%) and the best-fitting time found in the search. The lower error
range is the difference between the minimum rotational correlation time found
in the search (confidence level 90%) and the best fitting time found in the
search. The C terminus is considerably more dynamic than the rest of the
protein.
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Structure of Alg13crosspeaks. TEMPO contains a nitroxide radical, and loss of in-
tensity is a good measure of amide proton T2 reduction from the
presence of this paramagnetic site. The loss can be related to
a nitroxide to proton distance in an approximate 1/r6 manner,
particularly when proton spin diffusion effects are minimized by
deuteration of other sites in the protein (Battiste and Wagner,
2000; Jain et al., 2001). The addition of just half an equivalent
of UDP-TEMPO (0.2 mM) caused peaks from residues 35, 36,
38, 39, 141, 143–148, 158, 160, 163–169, and 213 to disappear.
Further additions of UDP-TEMPO led to the disappearance of
peaks from residues 41, 124–129, 150, 151, 155, 161, 162,
171, 174, 175, 214–218, 220, and 221. Reduction of TEMPO
with ascorbic acid, which should reverse the effects of paramag-
netic interactions, leads to reappearance of all peaks except
those from residues 35, 36, 38, 39, 127, 141, 143–145, 147,
148, 158, and 160. The failure of these peaks to reappear can
be due to exchange broadening. Figure 6C shows the most
strongly perturbed (red) and second most strongly perturbed
set (blue). They overlap well with residues showing chemical shift
perturbation in the UDP-GlcNAc titration except TEMPO influ-
ences a greater number of residues in the area as well as resi-
dues in the C terminus of the protein, which showed only moder-
ate chemical shift perturbation in the UDP-GlcNAc titration.
Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement is usually a more reliable
Figure 6. Ligand-Binding Sites in Alg13
(A) Chemical shift changes produced by 2.6 mM
UDP-GlcNAc. The two horizontal lines on the
graph represent standard deviations in chemical
shift changes.
(B) Mapping of UDP-GlcNAc-generated chemical
shift changes on Alg13 structure. Residues with
perturbation bigger than two standard deviations
are colored red. This includes residues 35, 39,
123, 126, 143, 144, 145, 147, 148, 150, 155, 158,
159, 160, 166, 168, and 169. Side chains of possi-
ble carbohydrate-interacting residues (residues
165–158) are shown in green.
(C) Mapping of UDP-TEMPO-generated signal
dispersion on Alg13 structure. Residues 41, 124–
126, 139, 146, 150, 161–169, 171, 174, 175, and
213–220 are peaks that have disappeared in the
presence of TEMPO and reappeared after reduc-
tion and are colored in blue. Residues 35–39,
141, 143, 144, 145, 147, 148, and 160 are peaks
that have disappeared in the presence of TEMPO
but failed to reappear after reduction of TEMPO
and are colored in red. Side chains of possible
carbohydrate-interacting residues (residues 165–
158) are shown in green.
indicator of interactions than is chemical
shift perturbation because chemical
shifts of remote groups can be affected
by allosteric effects. It is interesting to
note that the C-terminal helix is perturbed
by TEMPO, whereas helix 7, which imme-
diately precedes the last helix, shows no
change. This finding implies that although
the position of the last helix is dynamic,
as implied by the rotational correlation
time measurements, the position of the helix is close to the li-
gand-binding site for a significant fraction of time. On the basis
of these data, the last helix should either be above and perpen-
dicular to the b strands or parallel to the strands and close to he-
lices 5 and 6. Thus, the linker between helix 7 and the last helix is
most likely not fully extended. We also tried to quantify the dis-
tances between the paramagnetic center on TEMPO and amide
protons of perturbed residues. However, most crosspeaks from
residues perturbed by TEMPO disappeared after the first addi-
tion, thus making quantitation impossible. Some peaks from
residues in the C-terminal helix did remain even at a TEMPO con-
centration of 2.5 mM, and by use of the method specified by Jain
et al. (2001), the distance from this helix to the paramagnetic
center is estimated to be from 10 to 13 A˚.
DISCUSSION
The Alg13/Alg14 pair has been classified as a member of the
GT-1 family by the CAZy database (http://www.cazy.org), and
its structure, as described above, does have many of the charac-
teristics predicted on the basis of the preferred threading of its
sequence to GT-B GTs, namely two Rossmann-like folds and
the presence of a sugar nucleotide-binding site between helices
of the second Rossmann fold. In fact, the second Rossmann fold
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Structure of Alg13is very well preserved; it is only the helices following the fold that
deviate in structure from the threading model. Aligning the se-
quence of Alg13 with that of MurG, for which a crystal structure
with UDP-GlcNAc exists, showed that the MurG residues that
made contact with UDP-GlcNAc in the complex structure (resi-
dues 258–260, 263, 282, 283, and 286) are aligned with Alg13
residues that were also perturbed in the UDP-GlcNAc and
UDP-TEMPO titrations (residues 143, 144, 147, 167, 168, and
171). This finding indicates that the location of the UDP-GlcNAc
binding site is equivalent in the two proteins. It is also interesting
to note that residues 143, 144, and 147, which are aligned with
MurG residues contacting the nucleotide, were perturbed far
more than the residues 167, 168, and 171, which are aligned
with MurG residues contacting the sugar. A previous STD NMR
study has shown that GnTV, a GT catalyzing branching of mam-
malian N-glycans, binds nucleotide sugar primarily by interacting
with the nucleotide portion of the sugar donor rather than the
sugar portion of the donor (Macnaughtan et al., 2007); thus, it
is reasonable to observe more perturbation in residues contact-
ing the nucleotide of UDP-GlcNAc. Some additional information
regarding possible sugar-interacting residues in Alg13 can also
be derived by using the structure of MurG as a guide and taking
into consideration the polarity of the amino acids. This type of
analysis shows that residues 165–168 are most likely the resi-
dues involved in contacting the sugar because they are aligned
with MurG residues that contacts the sugar. They are also per-
turbed by UDP-TEMPO (Figure 6C) and exhibit both slow and
fast time scale dynamics.
Despite the similarityof the sugar donor-binding domain toother
GT-B GTs and the high threading scores (p < 0.001) to other GT-B
enzymes, the sequence identity between Alg13 and other GT-B
sugar-binding domains is quite low (<13.5%), and the structure
of Alg13 shows several significant differences compared to other
known GT-B structures, particularly in the N-terminal half and the
extreme C terminus. The firsthalf of Alg13 is no longer a Rossmann
fold but an irregular three-layer a/b/a sandwich that has no equiv-
alent topology in existing GT structures. The central b sheet is an
eight-stranded mixed antiparallel and parallel (34521678) sheet
that has one more parallel strand and an inserted antiparallel
strand that are absent in the GT-B threading model. The distinct
topology of Alg13 is partly the result of the presence of the N-ter-
minal strandand helix,which thread toparts of the sugar acceptor-
binding domain of GT-B enzymes rather than the sugar donor-
binding domain. At least in the absence of the sugar acceptor
domain, the strand and helix are incorporated into the main sheet
rather than forming a flexible linker, as predicted by the threading
algorithm. The helix-for-strand substitution at residues 105–110
also led to deviations from the Rossmann fold by creating an anti-
parallel b strand. These unique features of Alg13 may warrant the
reclassification of Alg13/Alg14 bipartite enzyme as a new class of
GTs and make it interesting to explore more broadly the relation-
ship of the structure to other proteins found in the PDB.
It is noteworthy that GT-A GTs possess some similarity to what
is observed in Alg13. GT-A GTs have seven strands as opposed
to eight, but they do have an intervening antiparallel strand (po-
sition 5 instead of 2). Searching more broadly, using the DALI
structural homology search tool (Holm and Sander, 1995) on
only the N-terminal half of Alg13, revealed a number of other pro-
teins containing a similar topology. Many of them are molybde-
num cofactor-binding proteins. In fact, the three structures
deemed most similar to the N-terminal of Alg13 (backbone
rmsds between 3.5 and 4 A˚) are all molybdenum cofactor bio-
synthetic enzymes. There is no reason that there should be
a functional relationship between Alg13 and these proteins, but
it is reassuring that the structural utility of this type of fold is
documented.
The last two helices in the enzyme also clearly depart from
positions in models built by threading to GT-B GTs. The last helix
unfortunately shows no long-range NOE-based distance re-
straints to the rest of the enzyme. Yet the TEMPO perturbation
data clearly show the helix to be associated with the protein. It
is unlikely to be directly involved in glycosyl-donor binding
because the crosspeaks associated with this helix did not
move appreciably during UDP-GlcNAc titration. Our hypothesis
is that the last helix is involved in interaction with Alg14. It may
be that, in the presence of Alg14, the helix will move away and
adopt a new orientation and that contacts with other parts of
Alg13 would be at a minimum in the absence of Alg14. Experi-
mental evidence from mutagenesis studies also indicates that
the C-terminal region plays a crucial role in modulating Alg13/
Alg14 interactions (Gao et al., 2007).
It is tempting to consider the possibility that the tendency of
Alg13 to dimerize is related to the normal tendency of Alg13
and Alg14 to interact. The predicted folds of Alg13 and Alg14
are, in fact, similar, and a second Alg13 in the dimer might sub-
stitute for Alg14. Examination of conventional GT-B structures
shows that, if Alg13 dimerization occurs in a manner similar to
the interactions between sugar acceptor- and sugar donor-bind-
ing domains of GT-B enzymes, the C-terminal helix, as well as
helix 5 (Figure 1) should be part of the dimer interface. However,
no concentration-dependent changes in the chemical shifts of
these residues were observed, and the C-terminal helix re-
mained dynamic relative to the rest of the protein even at the
highest concentration of protein possible. Therefore, the dimer-
ization interface for Alg13 is most likely different from its interac-
tion interface with Alg14.
The topology of Alg13 is different from all the GT structures
known to date. Of the 50 unique GT structures, 47 are either
GT-A or GT-B GTs. The three previous exceptions are bacterial
sialyltransferases Cst I and CstII, whose fold is similar to the
GT-A fold (Breton et al., 2006; Chiu et al., 2004, 2007), and the
GT domain of the bifunctional peptidylglycan crosslinking en-
zyme, which is a mostly a-helical domain (Lovering et al.,
2007). In fact, none of the proteins similar to the N terminus of
Alg13 contains a Rossmann fold at its C terminus; thus, it is pos-
sible that not only is the Alg13 fold unique among GTs, it might be
unique among all known protein structures.
It is tempting to speculate on the evolutionary connection be-
tween Alg13 and other GTs. Alg13 and Alg14 most likely derived
from different domains of a GT-B enzyme, with Alg13 evolving
from the C terminus of a GT-B enzyme. Within this C-terminal
comparison, the N-terminal half of Alg13 is not involved in bind-
ing ligands. Hence, it may have been allowed more structural
plasticity than the C-terminal half of Alg13. This evolutionary
deviation must have occurred during the development of the first
eukaryotic organisms, because Alg13 and Alg14 are well-con-
served proteins in all eukaryotic organisms. The recent discovery
of protozoan Alg13/Alg14 homologs (Averbeck et al., 2007) lends
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again exist as a single polypeptide chain. However, in two proto-
zoa, the order of Alg13 and Alg14 on the chain is inverted. The ex-
istence of the swapped domain order brings to light the possibility
that after separation, the two domains might have rejoined again
in protozoa. These examples demonstrate the possible flexibility
available in combining GT substrate domains. It is also worth
mentioning that MurG may not be the bacterial protein from which
Alg13/14 have derived. The discovery of protein N-glycosylation
system in the Gram-negative bacteria Campylobacter jejuni (for
review see Weerapana and Imperiali, 2006) shows that there is
precedence for the existence of N-glycosylation system in pro-
karyotes. These systems could have served as the basis for the
eukaryotic N-glycosylation system. Indeed, the C. jejuni protein
PglA, which catalyzes an analogous reaction in the C. jejuni
N-glycosylation pathway, is similar in size as MurG and threads
to the MurG structure with a p value much less than 0.0001.
Why the sugar donor-binding domain and the sugar acceptor-
binding domain exist separately in Alg13 and Alg14 in some
organisms prompts some interesting speculation. Potentially, bi-
partitioning can offer many advantages, such as flexibility in reg-
ulation and the ability to recruit substrates in both the cytosol and
in the membrane. Alg13 might also be a general UDP-GlcNAc car-
rier, regulating the delivery of UDP-GlcNAc to a variety of mem-
brane-associated proteins involved in complex carbohydrate
synthesis. However, a search through the yeast protein-protein
interaction database hosted at the Munich Information Center
for Protein Sequences (Guldener et al., 2006) showed that, other
than Alg14, no proteins are known to interact with Alg13. Never-
theless, the unusual structure of the N-terminal half of Alg13 and
its structural similarity to molybdenum cofactor-binding proteins
may provide some additional clues to its function.
Another item of most interest is what the structure of Alg13
might be in the presence of Alg14. Alg14 is a membrane-associ-
ated protein, with a single trans-membrane helix and cytosolic
domain much like those of GT-B GTs. It may well be that the
C-terminal domain of Alg14 folds independently and that its
structure, as well as the structure of its complex with Alg13,
can be pursued by methods similar to those described above.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Expression and Purification
The Alg13 ORF, cloned directly from yeast genomic DNA, was inserted into the
pET15b vector (Stratagene), which added a His tag and a thrombin cleavage
site (a total of 22 residues) to the N terminus of the protein. All residue number-
ings in the manuscript refers to this recombinant His-tagged Alg13; thus, the
actual Alg13 sequence consists of G24 to S224. D2O-conditioned E. coli strain
BL21(DE3) was used to express the protein in D2O M9 minimal media in all
subsequent sample preparations. The only exception was the unlabeled
Alg13 sample used in the sedimentation equilibrium experiment, which was
expressed in LB with unconditioned BL21(DE3). To produce deuterated
Alg13, D2O-conditioned BL21(DE3), transformed with the aforementioned
vector, was grown over night in 50 ml of D2O M9 media containing 10 g/l
uniformly 13C, 2H-labeled glucose and 1g/l 15N-NH4Cl at 37
C. The overnight
culture was used to seed a 500 ml D2O M9 media containing 2 g/l uniformly
13C, 2H-labeled glucose and 1 g/l 15NH4Cl. This was grown at 37
C to OD600
of 1.0, upon which time protein expression was induced with the addition of
0.5 mM IPTG. The culture was harvested after growing for 16 hr at 18C.
Selective protonation of Leu, Val, and Ile.d1 methyl groups in Alg13 was
achieved by following a protocol outlined in Goto et al. (1999). In particular,
the culture was grown according to the procedure above except that 1 hr be-
fore induction, uniformly 13C labeled 3,3-2H2-a-ketobutyrate and uniformly
13C
labeled 3-2H-a-ketoisovalerate (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) were added
to the large scale culture to concentrations of 100 mg/l. Specific protonation of
Phe was accomplished by adding protonated L-Phe to the large scale culture
1 hr before the induction to a concentration of 100 mg/l. To make samples with
Leu, Val, and Ile.d1 methyl protonation, as well as Phe protonation, isotopically
labeled a-ketobutyrate and a-ketoisovalerate and unlabeled L-Phe were
added to the media to concentrations of 100 mg/l 1 hr before induction.
Induced cells were lysed using a French press, and the cleared supernatant
was applied to a HIS-select HF Ni affinity column (Sigma). Pure His-tagged
Alg13 was eluted with 300 mM imidazole after extensive washing of the col-
umn with 100 mM NaCl and 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 8.0). The protein
eluted was homogenous according to SDS-PAGE. The typical protein yield
was approximately 10 mg/l. To fully protonate amide protons, deuterated pro-
tein was treated under mildly denaturing conditions (2 M urea, 100 mM NaCl,
and 20 mM phosphate [pH 6.7]) for 16 hr at room temperature. Pure protein
was buffer exchanged into 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT, and 20 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 6.7) using Centricon concentrators (103 4 fold). Typical concentra-
tions of the protein samples were approximately 400 mM.
Characterization of Alg13 Oligomerization
To examine the potential of Alg13 for oligomerization, gel filtration chromatog-
raphy was performed using a Superdex 75 gel filtration column (GE Health
Care); 200 ml of 0.3 mM Alg13 in 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, and 20 mM phos-
phate buffer (pH 7) was loaded onto a Superdex 75 16/60 column and eluted
with the same buffer at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. To more accurately gauge the
fraction of Alg13 dimer that might be in the NMR sample, an attempt to mea-
sure the dimerization constant of Alg13 was made using sedimentation equi-
librium measurements. The sedimentation equilibrium experiment was per-
formed using a Beckman-Coulter optima XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge with
a four-position AN-60-Ti rotor and cells with six-sector epon center pieces.
Unlabeled Alg13 in 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, and 20 mM phosphate (pH
6.7) was prepared with concentrations of 6.9, 16.9, and 27.0 mM and spun at
20C and at five speeds ranging from 20,000 to 42,000 rpm. Scans were col-
lected in a radial increment mode with 0.001 increments and four point aver-
aging at 280 nm. The samples were allowed to equilibrate for 24 hr before re-
cording the scan. The data were fit using the Ultrascan 7.0 software (http://
www.ultrascan.uthscsa.edu). To explore a more extended range of KD values,
the experiment was also performed with protein concentrations of 14, 34, and
54 mM, and absorbance data were collected at 291 nm.
Weak Alignment of Alg13
For the measurement of residual dipolar couplings, Alg13 was aligned in both
compressed positively charged 7% polyacrylamide gels (Cierpicki and
Bushweller, 2004) and 4% C12E5 polyethylene glycol (PEG) bicelles. In partic-
ular, positively charged 7% acrylamide produced by mixing equal proportions
of (3-acrylamidopropyl)-trimethylammonium chloride (APTMAC, Sigma-Al-
drich, Inc.) and normal acrylamide was formed in 3.2 mm inner diameter plastic
tubes. The gel was then washed extensively with deionized water and desic-
cated. The dry gel was swelled using 500 ml of protein solution inside a
5 mm Shigemi tube and compressed to a length of 14 mm using the upper
plunger; 4% C12E5 PEG alignment media was prepared according to the
method described by Ruckert and Otting (2000). Specifically, 8% C12E5 PEG
in 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT, and 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.7) was con-
verted to a liquid crystalline state by additions of successive 4 ml aliquots of
hexanol with rigorous vortexing until the solution was clear. The stock PEG
alignment media was diluted to 4% with the addition of equal volume of protein
solution. The extent of alignment was examined using the splitting of the signal
from 2H1HO in the buffer. In the case of the compressed gel, the deuterium
splitting was around 5 Hz, whereas in the 4% PEG medium it was usually
around 15 Hz.
NMR Data Collection
Varian Inova 900 and 600 MHz spectrometers equipped with cold probes were
used to collect data for Alg13 samples. Pulse sequences for all experiments
were from the Biopack distributed by Varian, unless stated otherwise. For
backbone assignment purposes, HNCO, HN(CA)CO, HN(COCA)CB (modified
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sion pulse), HN(CO)CA, and two HNCACB experiments with 13C evolution time
of 3.5 and 7 msec, respectively, were collected. To assign the specifically pro-
tonated methyl groups in a deuterated background, a CCH-TOCSY sequence
was written in house. The pulse sequence selectively applies a 90 pulse to Ca
and then transfers the magnetization throughout the carbon on the side chains
using TOCSY. The magnetization on the methyl group is finally transferred to
protons for detection. Because Ca, Cb chemical shifts for each residue are
known, the correlation between Ca, Cband methyl groups allowed each methyl
to be assigned to a specific residue. NOE information was derived from 15N-
edited NOESY-HSQC spectra collected on specific methyl-protonated Alg13
and 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC spectra collected on specific methyl-proton-
ated Alg13 as well as on specific Phe- and methyl-protonated Alg13.
HN residual dipolar coupling constants (RDCs) were measured from differ-
ences in peak positions in 1H,15N-S3-TROSY (Permi and Annila, 2000) and
HSQC spectra on aligned and isotropic samples. Although additional N-C0
and HN-C0 RDCs would have been valuable, these are in general small and
difficult to measure in larger proteins.
The overall correlation time of the Alg13 was measured using a 15N-filtered
one dimensional relaxation interference difference experiment according to
Lee et al. (2006), and the residue-specific correlation times were measured
with a recently devised constant time relaxation interference experiment (Liu
and Prestegard, 2008). Table 2 lists detailed experimental parameters.
Structure Calculation
A threading model of the Alg13 structure was obtained using the mGen-
THREADER algorithm (Jones, 1999) via the online server at http://bioinf.cs.
ucl.ac.uk/psipred/. Backbone dihedral angle restraints for secondary structure
determination and subsequent 3D structure determination were generated
from Alg13 backbone chemical shifts using TALOS (Cornilescu et al., 1999).
Approximately 382 unambiguous crosspeaks in 15N and 13C-edited NOESY-
HSQC spectra were manually assigned on the basis of chemical shift correla-
tions in the HNCACB, HN(CO)CACB, and CCH-TOCSY experiments, as well as
on the basis of secondary structural information. Partially assigned peak lists
were then further assigned using the automatic NOE assignment and structure
calculation algorithm implemented in CYANA (Guntert et al., 1997; Herrmann
et al., 2002). In total, 50 structures were calculated and the top 20 most ener-
getically favorable structures were kept. CYANA calculated structures were
further refined with compressed gel RDCs and CYANA defined distance re-
straints using XPLOR-NIH (Schwieters et al., 2003). The refinement protocol
used in XPLOR-NIH followed closely the procedure outlined in the example
script refine.py from the GB1 RDC refinement example in the XPLOR-NIH dis-
tribution. However, the number of steps during torsion angle high temperature
dynamics has been increased from 5000 to 7500, and the number of steps at
each temperature during cooling has been increased from 100 to 150. The
weighting factor for the van der Waals potential during cooling has been
changed from a range of 0.9–0.8 to a range of 0.94–0.84. The radius-of-gyration
potential has also been used for residues 30–220 because the protein is glob-
ular (Kuszewski et al., 1999). The dihedral angle database potential for side
chain and backbone dihedral angles has also been activated (Clore and Kus-
zewski, 2002; Kuszewski and Clore, 2000). For RDC refinement, the peptide
planeuangles were fixed using the IVM_groupRigidBackbone function to elim-
inate any NH bond vector rotation. A histogram of NH RDCs was used to obtain
initial values of 8.6 Hz and 0.8 for the Da and Rh parameters for the alignment
tensor (Clore et al., 1998). The values of Da and Rh were allowed to vary during
the high temperature step, and the final average valuesof Da and Rh were 10.9 ±
0.8 Hz and 0.6 ± 0.1 for the ten lowest energy structures (Clore and Schwieters,
2004). Torsion angle dynamics has been used exclusively for refinement at high
temperature because the use of Cartesian dynamics will distort peptide planeu
angles to satisfy NH RDC potentials. Again 50 total structures were calculated
and the top 10 structures were used to form the final ensemble.
Titration of Alg13 with UDP-GlcNAc and UDP-TEMPO
To probe the interaction of Alg13 with its ligands, Alg13 was titrated with both
UDP-GlcNAc, the native sugar donor, and UDP-TEMPO (Jain et al., 2001),
a radical-containing UDP-sugar mimetic. In the titration of Alg13 with UDP-
GlcNAc, 15N-HSQCs of 0.35 mM [15N, 2H]-Alg13 sample containing 0.2, 0.4,
0.7, 1.1, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.6 mM UDP-GlcNAc were acquired. In the titration of
Alg13 with UDP-TEMPO, 15N-HSQCs of 0.35 mM [15N, 2H]-Alg13 sample
containing 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 mM UDP-TEMPO
were acquired. The spectra were overlaid, and changes in chemical shifts
were tabulated. As a control to ensure that peaks disappeared only because
of paramagnetic broadening, 5 mM ascorbic acid was added to the UDP-
TEMPO titrated sample. Ascorbic acid specifically reduces the radical; there-
fore, peaks that disappeared owing to paramagnetic broadening should reap-
pear, whereas peaks broadened by conformational exchange would remain
undetectable. To eliminate the possibility of broadening due to adventitious
binding of the hydrophobic TEMPO moiety, HSQCs of Alg13 with and without
3 mM unligated TEMPO were also run.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
Chemical shift assignments of Alg13 have been deposited in BMRB with the
accession number 15617. Coordinates of the Alg13 structure have been de-
posited in RCSB with the PDB ID of 2jzc. The Alg13 structure is solved as
part of the community outreach effort of the Northeast Structural Genomics
Consortium, and Alg13 bears the NESG target number of YG1.
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